DSA Chorus Assessment Sight Reading
2020-2021

--Students must submit a video recording of themselves performing the rhythmic and melodic sight-reading examples. (instructions on submitting videos on https://www.dsachorus.com/assessments.html.)
--The video recording must include the SOLO SONG, SIGHT READING and INTERVIEW.

Rhythmic Sight Reading example
- Student will chant or clap the rhythmic reading example.
- Student may use a variety of rhythmic syllables to chant the rhythmic example including using numbers, rhythm syllables (TaKaDiMi), or by clapping.

Melodic Sight Reading Example
- Student will sing the tonal reading example
- Student may use a variety of tonal syllables to sing the tonal examples including solfege syllables, numbers, or the neutral syllable 'La'
- If student is able to use Kodaly hand signs while doing so, this is preferred.